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Abstract: This work presents two mixed-integer programming models that intend to minimize the
costs of the picking and storage operation through better planning and organization of the places
occupied by the products in the warehouse. A large customer that stores frozen goods in a Portuguese
cold chain logistics company was selected for the analysis of the allocation of the products in the
warehouse and of the corresponding outbound movements. Data with 8525 movements that occurred
during 2021 were collected for 228 different product references. For this case study, the products that
had a picking place in the initial scenario now have pallets with all the goods in the reserve area, and
vice versa. The mathematical models were permitted to obtain savings for the logistics operator costs
of around 30.9%. The proposed models can, in the future, be applied in other warehouse scenarios to
companies in completely different sectors of activity.

Keywords: logistics; warehouse outbound movements; storage operations; picking; mixed-integer
linear programming; mathematical model

1. Introduction

This work addresses the optimization of the picking and storage operations in a Por-
tuguese company that provides logistics, transport, and storage services for goods under
controlled temperature. This is an extended paper of the conference paper [1], which high-
lighted the cold chain logistics, the environment of the temperature-controlled warehouse,
and the consequent possible types of outbound movements. This new paper focuses more
on the optimization problem of the picking operations and considers applications for any
general warehouse, not only temperature-controlled ones. The contribution of this paper
is the presentation of novel mathematical models that can reduce warehouse costs and
reflect the actual conditions and requirements of the logistic operations usually performed
in companies.

When customer orders are being prepared to leave the warehouse, it is necessary
to move boxes and pallets differently according to the way products are stored in the
warehouse. Order picking is the retrieval of stock keeping units (SKUs) from the warehouse
to satisfy customer orders [2].

Improving warehouse operations and reducing the costs is of critical importance for
the companies. To improve a warehouse’s efficiency, integrating picking systems and
warehouse optimization should be the focus of researchers [3]. It is estimated that the
highest concentration of annual costs of warehouse operations correspond to picking (55%)
and storage (20%) operations [4–6]. Warehouse design and product allocation can have an
impact on the operation costs. The travel time required to retrieve products from storage in
response to customer requests depends on the storage location assignment of the products.
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1.1. The Storage Location Assignment Problem

The storage location assignment problem (SLAP) concerns the allocation of products
into a storage space and the optimization of the material handling costs or the storage
space utilization [7]. This is a complex issue that depends on many parameters such as
the number of spaces available, the quantity of products, the number of rack levels in
the warehouse, and the resources to move, among other things. The storage allocation of
products can have different objectives and can be solved with different methodologies [8].
The objectives can address the warehouse space utilization or the time for order preparation
and picking operations, considering restrictions such as the available storage capacity, order
picking resource capacities, and dispatching policies [7].

The assignment of a location in the warehouse for a product can be fixed, can be chosen
randomly, or can be the nearest available location. Random assignment is the most used,
and, although it does not optimize the travel distances, it uses the picking area more evenly
and can reduce congestion [3]. On the other hand, defining a fixed location dedicated to
each SKU can speed up the picking times of high-demand products because operators are
familiarized with their location, but it does not optimize space because it requires holding
up the locations in the warehouse even when products are out-of-stock.

Storage location assignment policies can also be based on the ABC classes of the Pareto
rule, on volume or demand, or on similarity groups [3]. By performing an ABC analysis,
products are classified by the degree of importance in relation to value, consumption rate,
or frequency of use. Volume-based storage policies assign the most requested SKUs close
to the pick-up/drop-off point (P/D). Products in the same similarity group (items that are
usually ordered together or have similar functions) can be allocated adjacently [9].

Strategies based on classes or volume obtain a smaller number of trips and perform
better than the random assignment strategy [2].

In [3], the four intuitive reasons for locating SKUs nearby in the warehouse are
referred to as follows: complementarity (ordered together); compatibility (they work
together); popularity (high rotation rate); and size (weight/volume). The strategies for
assigning nearby locations for products that are frequently ordered together are proposed
in the literature for the food industry [10]. The product structure is used in [11] to find
strategies that reduce the order picking times. However, as noted in [12], the performance
of a particular storage type greatly depends on the routing method implemented for the
order picking.

As suggested in [13], the warehouse design can contemplate a forward area for efficient
order picking and a separate reserve area for storage. The decision of which products and
quantities are assigned to the forward area and which are assigned to the reserve area is
called the forward-reserve allocation problem (FRP). This problem is addressed in [14] by
exploring the trade-off between the order picking costs and the internal replenishment.
As discussed in [15], assigning a product to the forward area will reduce the labor effort
involved in the order picking, but may require concurrent replenishments from the reserve
area. A larger quantity of a product allocated to the forward area would reduce this
number of replenishments, but the forward area is usually constrained by its limited
storage capacity.

To address the warehouse design and storage allocation of products, mixed-integer
programming (MIP) models have been used. The decisions about the location and quan-
tity of the products considering the minimization of the total travel times of the picking
movements and the maximization of the average storage usage are discussed in [16] with
an MIP model. In [17], an MIP model discusses the trade-offs between different warehouse
costs, such as picking and other operations, to obtain an optimal design for the FRP where
the products are stored in a reserve area and in a forward area.

In [9], a mathematical programming model for a variant of SLAP is developed con-
sidering the objectives of minimizing the total travel distance and maximizing the use of
the storage capacity. The model is decomposed into subproblems according to the storage
dimensions, which are solved sequentially and produce an assignment of the products
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that is efficient in terms of warehouse utilization and also reduces the operating costs. A
mathematical integer programming model that is performed in two stages, where the stor-
age location assignment problem is solved first with a class-based storage policy, and the
batching and routing problems are considered in the second stage, is developed in [18] for
the automotive industry.

1.2. Storage Allocation in Temperature-Controlled Warehouses

Temperature-controlled warehouses (TCW) are no exception to the need for optimiz-
ing the available space and the picking costs. Because of the temperature requirements,
the space is usually more constrained, and the need for special equipment makes the
holding costs higher in these types of warehouses. The picking operations must fulfill
all food quality and safety protocols. A TCW is evaluated regarding criteria such as the
implementation of the quality and safety requirements, location of the facility, required
equipment to hold the goods, tracking of temperature, humidity and lighting, operational
flows, costs, and manpower, among others [19].

In [20], the storage assignment of items in pallet racks of a refrigerated warehouse in
Turkey is studied with a mathematical model. By using the consumption patterns to find
associations of goods, the storage assignment policies are defined.

An increase in the level of attractiveness and rivalry between competitors associated
with the cold logistics sector is expected given that, according to the consultant Grand View
Research, the growth expectations for the cold logistics sector will reach 14.8% between
the year 2021 and 2028 [21]. The entry of new operators and investors in the market can
compromise the performance and constitute a threat to organizations with more traditional
facilities and with scarce technological investment. On the other hand, in the current
context in which electrical energy, the main resource for creating cold, undergoes high price
increases, it is imperative for organizations in the sector to focus on aspects that can be
controlled and converge towards cost reduction in their internal logistics operations and a
respective increase in efficiency. Mathematical models that optimize costs can contribute to
this goal.

Furthermore, in the contemporary era, companies have been increasingly attentive to
the environmental and economic impacts of warehouse management. The considerable
amount of energy required for heating, cooling, and lighting as well as material handling
equipment in warehouses represents approximately 20% of the overall logistical costs [22].
A reduction in the handling costs will result in a reduction in handling and, thus, a saving
in the energy used by the resources employed. Consequently, the reduction of warehouses’
energy consumption would result in a significant environmental benefit.

This work presents two different mixed-integer programming models for a variant
of the FRP that aims at studying a possible minimization of the costs for the logistics
operator with the picking and storage operation and the respective optimization of the
places occupied by the products. The results obtained in a case study with frozen food
products are presented, and the possible savings for the company are discussed.

The next section presents the methodology followed during the work, and Section 3
explains the underlying concepts of the types of warehouse movements considered in this
work. The models are formulated in Section 4, and their results are discussed in Section 5.
Finally, the last section concludes the paper.

2. Materials and Methods

The outbound movements from the warehouse were analysed to identify potential
changes in the company’s operation. Two mathematical models were formulated using
mixed-integer linear programming. The models intend to minimize the costs of the picking
and storage operation through a better planning and organization of the places occupied by
the products in the warehouse. The models can accommodate only one type of outbound
movement, or two different types of movements simultaneously. These mathematical mod-
els were implemented in the AMPL, a mathematical programming language, and solved
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with the Gurobi solver. A large customer that stores a variety of frozen goods in this Por-
tuguese logistics company was selected for the analysis of the allocation of the products in
the warehouse and of the corresponding outbound movements. Data with 8525 movements
that occurred during 2021 were collected for 228 different product references belonging to
this customer.

3. Warehouse Outbound Movements and Product Allocation

The studied warehouse has certain products that have a place on the floor of the
warehouse for picking (forward area), with the remaining quantity stored at height on a
rack in a reserve area. It also has other products in which the pallets are stored entirely
at height on the rack in the reserve area. These forms of allocation of the products in the
warehouse originate three possible types of outbound movements:

• PRES (Product in Reserve Area)—It corresponds to the movement of lowering a
pallet to the ground and removing the number of boxes necessary to satisfy a certain
request/order (List-Pick). After removing the required amount, the pallet is lifted
back to its original storage location. For products that have PRES-type movements;
that is, where the storage place is defined as a reserve area, there is no allocation of a
picking place (place on the floor);

• PHOM (Whole Pallet Order Movement)—It consists of a direct pallet being removed
from the storage location; that is, with the entire amount of product it currently has,
to serve a merchandise order (Pallet-Pick). This quantity can be the same, which the
pallet had when it initially entered the warehouse, or the quantity that remained after
removing some items to serve another order (through PRES-type movements);

• PPIC (Product Picking)—It consists of collecting stored products, in order to gather the
right product, in the correct quantity according to the order in preparation (List-Pick).
Products that have PPIC-type movements have a designated picking place on the
warehouse floor.

PRES- and PHOM-type movements are concerned with products allocated in a reserve
area, while PPIC-type movements are concerned with products allocated to the forward area.

Considering the compatibility and incompatibility of these types of movements, it
is possible that, at a certain moment in time, a product only has one type of movement,
or it has a combination of the PRES+PHOM types of movements, or it has a combination
of the PPIC+PHOM types of movements. It is not possible for a product in storage to
simultaneously have the PRES and PPIC types of movements. There are some records
with both the PRES and PPIC types of movements for the same product, but it means that,
meanwhile, there was a change in the type of storage of that product. Figure 1 shows the
percentage of products with each possible combination of movements.

As can be seen in Table 1, PHOM is the most common type of outbound movement in
this warehouse (74% of all movements). The PHOM type is the most economical type of
movement, and it was reported by 86% of the products in the sample.

During 2021, there was a daily average of 34 outgoing movements of goods for this
customer, and around 2541 boxes handled daily.

Each location on the warehouse floor, in the picking area, represents a higher cost
for the logistics operator, which must therefore be optimized. If there was a low number
of times that picking movements were carried out during the year (2021) for a given
product, it may indicate that there is no need for a picking place for the product in question,
and it may be worth replacing it with another product: one with a high number of PRES
movements, and also a high number of boxes requested. The greater the number of PRES-
type movements carried out in the year, the greater the need to create a picking place for
this product.
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Figure 1. Percentage of products with each combination of types of movement. Data based on the
amount of moved goods during 2021.

Table 1. Number of movements in the warehouse in 2021 and their corresponding products.

Type of Movement Number of Products Number of
Movements

Number of
Boxes Handled

PRES 91 (39.9%) 916 (10.7%) 21,989 (3.4%)
PHOM 197 (86.4%) 6311 (74.0%) 589,597 (91.7%)
PPIC 27 (11.8%) 1298 (15.2%) 31,300 (4.9%)

TOTAL 228 8525 642,886

4. Mathematical Models

Two mathematical models were developed, based on the mixed-integer programming
method, for a possible minimization of the costs with the picking and storage operation.
The difference between the two models is that, while Model 1 is intended for products
considering only the predominant type of outgoing movement, Model 2 is intended for
products that have two different types of movements simultaneously.

In each model, the set of products N = {1, . . . , n} is considered. The parameters
are identical in both models and include the total number of movements during 2021 for
each product, nti, which is broken down into three parts: nR

i , nH
i , nP

i , namely, the number
of movements of the PRES, PHOM, or PPIC type, respectively, for product i in 2021.
The parameter NP is the maximum number of places available in the picking zone, and
parameter α is the maximum number of products allowed to change the type of movement.
The parameters CR

F , CH
F , CP

F represent the fixed costs, and CR
V , CH

V , CP
V represent the variable

costs of each type of movement out of the warehouse (PRES, PHOM, PPIC), respectively.
The estimates for the fixed-cost parameters were made based on the cost of space

in the warehouse, considering an average annual cost of EUR 120 for storing a pallet
on a rack in a reserve area, and a cost 12 times higher for a pallet in a picking area.
The fixed cost associated with a PRES-type movement was considered 4 times higher
than that for a PHOM-type movement. The variable costs were estimated based on the
time needed to carry out each outbound movement, the associated productivity (PRES:
150 boxes handled/hour and PPIC: 200 boxes handled/hour), and the cost per operator
(EUR 9.65/h).

Three sets of decision variables are defined for each product i: xR
i , xH

i , xP
i represent

the number of movements of the types PRES, PHOM, PPIC, respectively; yR
i , yH

i , yP
i are

binary variables that state the type of movement for product i; and the binary variables zi,
exclusive to Model 1, flag if there is a change in the type of movement of product i. All the
parameters and variables are summarized in Table 2.
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MODEL 1

min ∑
i∈N

∑
j∈{R,H,P}

Cj
Fyj

i + Cj
V xj

i (1)

s.t. ∑
j∈{R,H,P}

xj
i = ∑

j∈{R,H,P}
nj

i ∀i ∈ N (2)

∑
j∈{R,H,P}

yj
i = 1 ∀i ∈ N (3)

xj
i ≤ yj

i × nti ∀i ∈ N ∀j ∈ {R, H, P} (4)

∑
j∈{R,H,P}

nj
i x

j
i

nt2
i
+ zi = 1 ∀i ∈ N (5)

∑
i∈N

zi ≤ α × n ∀i ∈ N (6)

xH
i ≤ nH

i ∀i ∈ N (7)

xj
i ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ N ∀j ∈ {R, H, P} (8)

yj
i ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ N ∀j ∈ {R, H, P} (9)

zi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ N (10)

MODEL 2

min ∑
i∈N

∑
j∈{R,H,P}

Cj
Fyj

i + Cj
V xj

i (11)

s.t. ∑
j∈{R,H,P}

xj
i = ∑

j∈{R,H,P}
nj

i ∀i ∈ N (12)

xj
i ≤ (1 + α)× nj

i × yj
i ∀i ∈ N ∀j ∈ {R, H, P} (13)

xj
i ≥ (1 − α)× nj

i × yj
i ∀i ∈ N ∀j ∈ {R, H, P} (14)

∑
i∈N

yP
i = NP (15)

xj
i ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ N ∀j ∈ {R, H, P} (16)

yj
i ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ N ∀j ∈ {R, H, P} (17)

In both models, the objective function (1) is the same, and it minimizes the total
operating costs of picking and storage. Constraints (2) and (12) ensure that the total number
of movements of each product is preserved. In Model 1, Constraints (3) and (4) force the
choice of only one type of movement for each product. Constraint (5) forces variables xj

i to
be zero when a product changes its type of movement (zi = 1), and the previous number of
movements of that type nj

i was not zero. The same constraint grants that variables xj
i have

the same value as the previous number of movements of that type nj
i when a product does

not change its type of movement (zi = 0). Constraint (6) limits the maximum number of
products that can change the type of movement, and (7) limits the number of movements
of the PHOM type to the warehouse current capacity.

In Model 2, products are allowed to have more than one type of movement, but there
are restrictions on the oscillation between the maximum and minimum number of move-
ments: (13) and (14). The warehouse capacity for picking places is considered in (15) as a
direct exchange between products with a picking place (if a product leaves a picking place
free, another product must occupy the place).

Model 1 was presented previously in [1], but had some limitations in use, namely,
it assumed only one type of movement per product, which produced limited results. In
fact, during the course of the company’s operations in 2021, only 67% of the products
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exhibited a single type of movement. A third of the goods moved in this warehouse were
subject to multiple types of movement for the same product, and Model 1 was unable to
accommodate them. Therefore, a new model had to be developed to address this practical
requirement. This paper presents the new and improved model (Model 2), which has the
following two new features: it allows products to have more than one type of movement
and balances the number of movements of different types, also considering the limited
capacity for picking places in the warehouse.

Table 2. Parameters and decision variables of the mathematical models.

Parameter Description

nti Total number of movements during 2021 for product i in 2021
nR

i Number of movements of the PRES type for product i in 2021.
nH

i Number of movements of the PHOM type for product i in 2021.
nP

i Number of movements of the PPIC type for product i in 2021.
NP Maximum number of places available in the picking zone
α Maximum number of products allowed to change the type of movement
CR

F Fixed costs of PRES-type movements
CH

F Fixed costs of PHOM-type movements
CP

F Fixed costs of PPIC-type movements
CR

V Variable costs of PRES-type movement out of the warehouse
CH

V Variable costs of PHOM-type movement out of the warehouse
CP

V Variable costs of PPIC-type movement out of the warehouse

Variable Description

xR
i Number of movements of PRES type for product i

xH
i Number of movements of PHOM type for product i

xP
i Number of movements of PPIC type for product i

yR
i Is 1 if product i has PRES-type movements, 0 otherwise

yH
i Is 1 if product i has PHOM-type movements, 0 otherwise

yP
i Is 1 if product i has PPIC-type movements, 0 otherwise

zi Is 1 if there is a change in the type of movement of product i, 0 otherwise

5. Results

The mathematical models were implemented in AMPL, and the results were obtained
using the Gurobi solver. The values of the parameters were based on the information
provided by the logistics operator, and the products of the selected customer that had
potential for the optimization of their warehouse allocation and, consequently, their type of
outbound movements.

According to the analysis of movements by type carried out, only 19 products have the
potential for optimization through possible changes in the way they are stored and moved
when preparing orders. Note that 122 of the 228 products reported PHOM movements
exclusively and, since this is the most economical type of movement, these products do
not have the potential to improve. Products with a picking place on the warehouse floor
that have a high number of boxes going out in orders with numerous PPIC movements are
also considered already optimized. Therefore, the products with a high number of PRES
movements and handled boxes compared to the average, and the products that have a
picking place with reduced PPIC movements were selected for analysis. This resulted in
19 products to be optimized with Model 1. For Model 2, only the 15 products that had a
combination of more than one type of movement were considered.

Regarding Model 1, the obtained results are summarized in Table 3. Note that with
the current allocation of the products in the warehouse (α = 0), the total costs with the
storage and preparation of orders for the 19 products under analysis, in the year 2021, was
EUR 15,510.43. Allowing for changes (α > 0), these costs can be decreased. Savings of
30.9% (EUR 4799) from the 2021 scenario could be obtained using α = 0.3, where the model
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recommends to swap the allocation of five products. By increasing α further, either the
same optimal solution was obtained, or solutions that were not feasible in practice.

Table 3. Results obtained with Model 1 for 19 products.

Percentage of Change Allowed (α) Total Cost (EUR) Savings (%)

0 15,510.43 -
0.1 14,550.50 6.2%
0.2 12,630.70 18.6%
0.3 10,711.00 30.9%

In turn, the results obtained in Model 2 did not decrease as much the costs for the
alpha values tested (Table 4 and Figure 2). Model 2 pointed out five products, which had a
place in a reserve area in the initial scenario, to be transferred to a picking place. However,
considering that this model excluded products that had only one type of product, it was
necessary to reassess the products that had exclusively PRES-type movements. As the
PHOM movement is the most productive and economical, the results of Model 2 show that
it does not interfere with the change in the method of preparing product orders, and this
type of movement does not cease to occur.

Table 4. Results obtained with Model 2 for 15 products.

Percentage of Change Allowed (α) Total Cost (EUR) Savings (%)

0 13,825.90 -
0.1 13,346.54 3.47%
0.2 12,866.10 6.94%
0.3 12,506.73 9.54%
0.4 12,386.81 10.41%
0.5 12,150.77 12.12%
1 12,150.77 12.12%
2 12,031.16 12.98%
3 10,940.84 20.87%
4 10,217.78 26.10%

The new warehouse allocation of the products includes changing 12 of the 19 products;
that is, six products (meat patties, shrimp patties, chicken patties, meat croquettes, chicken
pie, custard tarts) that in the initial scenario had a place on the warehouse floor in the
picking area, now have all their merchandise on a rack in the reserve area and vice versa.
Considering the highest total cost value obtained, it is possible to conclude from the results
of both models that the logistics operator could change the allocation of certain products
and obtain savings of up to 30.9% compared to the initial scenario of 2021.

Figure 2. Results obtained with Model 2 for different values of α and the corresponding cost reduction.
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The implementation of sustainable strategies that aim to minimize the cost of energy
consumption represents an environmental challenge in warehouse management [22]. By op-
timizing handling operations, and thus saving energy used by the resources employed,
models such as these can also contribute to increasing the sustainability of warehouse
operations and reducing their environmental impact.

6. Conclusions

The construction and application of mathematical models in AMPL and the Gurobi
software explored the possible storage configuration and correspondent picking method of
products in a temperature-controlled warehouse for minimizing the total costs.

The obtained results allowed for the creation of a new configuration for the 19 frozen
food products under analysis. The new configuration contemplates the alteration of 12
of the 19 products in the analysis, in which 6 of the products that had a picking place in
the initial scenario and were covered by movements of the PPIC type now have pallets
with all the goods in a reserve area and with PRES-type output movements, and vice versa.
Compared to the initial scenario, it was possible to obtain savings for the logistics operator
costs of around 30.9%.

The results of the new model presented in this paper (Model 2) seem to have a lower
percentage of savings for the company (26.1%) than the results of the Model 1 presented
in [1] (30.9%). However, Model 2 presented in this paper is more appropriate for the
company since it reflects the actual conditions and requirements of the logistic operations
performed in the company. It is also more versatile, as it can also be used in other warehouse
scenarios in different sectors of activity.

The proposed models can, in the future, be applied in other warehouse scenarios to
companies in completely different sectors of activity.

Further avenues for investigation may be identified through the integration of other
controllable variables within these optimization models, such as a warehouse’s energy
costs, layout, picking process, and physical inventory.
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AMPL A Mathematical Programming Language
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MIP Mixed-Integer Programming
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PHOM Whole Pallet Order Movement
PPIC Product Picking
PRES Product in Reserve Area
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SLAP Storage Location Assignment Problem
TCW Temperature-Controlled Warehouse
WMS Warehouse Management System
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